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Edgemere Community Land Trust RFEI Addendum 
 

RFP Issue Date: July 6, 2021 

Pre-Submission Conference: July 28, 2021 

Addendum 1 Issue Date: August 27, 2021 

 

 

 

Contents of the Addendum 

 

A. Questions and Answers – enclosed are questions and answers that were asked in the 

pre-submission conference, as well as questions emailed to the Edgemere CLT RFEI 

email address: EdgemereCLTRFEI@hpd.nyc.gov 

 

B. Contact Information – contact information is provided for those who attended the pre-

submission conference and indicated their willingness to share their contact information 

for networking purposes with regards to responding to this RFEI. 

 

C. Correction to Appendix A: CLT Lots Table – corrected text for the notes at the bottom 

of the CLT Lots Table  
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A. Questions and Answers 

 

Land Disposition 

 

1. How is the competitive land disposition process going to be managed in 

Edgemere? Once a CLT incubator has been selected and resourced by the 

agency, will that CLT be able to select its own development partners for public 

land? 

 

At this stage, Respondents can either submit to the RFEI with an identified development 

partner or choose to identify a development partner at a later time (during Phase II: ). If a 

Respondent is making a submission without a development partner, the RFEI 

submission criteria also require that the Respondent propose how they would secure a 

development partner in the future. If a Respondent Team selects to choose a 

development partner in the future, this selection would be subject to HPD approval and 

could involve a subsequent Request for Proposals (RFP) to identify a development 

partner.  

 

Additionally, at this time, HPD does not have funding resources for the Respondent team 

in Phase 1: CLT Formation.  

 

2. Will the city dispose of the land for 1 dollar - and transfer the ownership to the 

selected CLT non-profit, and the CLT will then enter into long-term leases with 

residential or other lessees, OR will there also be ground leases and regulatory 

agreements with the City (as stated on page 12)? 

 

The City does not anticipate conveying the properties to the CLT by ground lease. The 

exact disposition process will be determined after the CLT has been formed and the 

development plan has been determined.The designated sponsor may be the already 

incorporated CLT Housing Development Fund Corporation, or a newly-formed CLT 

Housing Development Fund Corporation that is made up of the CLT, non-profit affiliates, 

and any additional development partners to facilitate the project. Depending on the 

structure of the project, the CLT may enter into the ground lease(s) with improvement 

owners upon conveyance from the City or upon the completion of the project on the 

properties. If the CLT and/or improvement owner will also be obtaining a real estate tax 

exemption and/or financing from the City, the CLT, and if applicable, the improvement 

owner/ground lessee, will be required to enter into a regulatory agreement with the City. 

The CLT’s ground leases will be subordinate to any regulatory agreement and the 

disposition documents. 

 

3. Will the land disposition process be different for non-housing sites? 

 

The disposition of all sites must be reviewed and approved in accordance with the 

provisions of all applicable local, state, and federal laws. 
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4. If the designated CLT non-profit chooses not to work with all housing and or/open 

space sites, will HPD sell or dispose of the remaining sites or reissue another CLT 

RFEI? 

 

Respondents should propose a plan that includes all sites in the CLT.  HPD may, at its 

discretion, remove certain sites from the RFEI.  At this time, HPD has no plans to 

reissue a separate RFEI for a CLT in Edgemere. HPD is open to considering the most 

realistic phasing plan for the CLT development and improvements.  

 

 

Financing 

 

5. What is the incentive for a developer to respond to this RFEI call?  

 

The core goal of this RFEI is to identify a partner who will form a CLT, although 

submissions may also include a development partner. At a later phase, the development 

of housing will be key to the implementation of the CLT’s goals. During the development 

phase, a developer can benefit from construction costs subsidy per unit and a developer 

fee, per the applicable term sheet. There are also various tax abatements and 

exemptions available to developers and homeowners.  

 

6. Will the CLT developer be required to use the HPD Open Door term sheet, or are 

there other options? 

 

The Open Door term sheet is the current program HPD has available to provide 

financing for the development of new construction affordable homeownership 

opportunities. The exact funding sources will be determined as the development 

program is finalized, which will not happen until after Phase I: CLT Formation of the 

RFEI is complete. 

 

7. If the CLT developer can only use the HPD Open Door term sheet, is HPD 

anticipating options below 80% AMI? 

 

Per the Open Door term sheet, the program will serve lower affordability tiers under 

prescribed circumstances, such as where levels of affordability must be deeper to 

achieve a discount to market. 

 

8. The Open Door term sheet says that it will serve lower affordability tiers under 

prescribed circumstances, such as “where levels of affordability must be deeper 

to achieve a discount to market." Is that the case here? 

 

This will be determined after Phase I: CLT Formation of the RFEI is complete as market 

conditions can change over time. 

 

 

Land Use and Zoning 
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9. Would there be a preference for a CLT to purchase those lots and develop 

multifamily housing on the proposed mixed-use rezoned areas in the land use 

proposal? 

 

This RFEI does not include lots that are located within the mixed-use rezoning area 

(proposed R6A / C2-4) and Respondents are not to include them in their submission. 

The City-owned lots in this area will be included in a future Request for Proposals for 

multi-family development, which will be open to CLTs, among other types of developers, 

submissions. The timeline for releasing the multifamily RFP is undetermined at this time. 

 

10. Why aren’t the lots that are proposed for future higher density included in this 

RFEI? 

 

The residential construction across the neighborhood is phased out according to the 

land use plan referenced in the Resilient Edgemere Community Plan. The infill 

development and open spaces land stewardship is the first stage in the land use plan 

framework. 

 

11. Can the CLT lots be rezoned for higher density? 

 

No. The agency is proposing a rezoning to limit residential density in portions of the 

Edgemere neighborhood in order to limit exposure to the projected flooding impacts of 

climate change.  Of the residential lots included in this RFEI, 42 are under proposed R4-

1 zoning, permitting one to two family residential buildings, and 6 are under proposed 

R3A zoning, permitting one and two family detached buildings. 16 residential lots will not 

be rezoned and will remain as R4.  

 

12. Do the CLT open lots have to be publicly accessible at all times, or can they be 

used for commercial (or semi-private) uses? 

 

The lots identified for open spaces uses are not required to be publicly accessible at all 

times. However, the goal is to serve the interests of the larger community.  Additionally, 

the level of public access to the sites may be dependent on the programs and resources 

that are utilized to resource them.  

 

13. Will revenue-generating uses such as solar PV canopies/shade structures be 

allowed on the CLT open lots (perhaps with open recreational, landscape or 

parking spaces beneath)? 

 

Any non-residential uses or structures on the open space lots must conform with the 

Urban Renewal Plan and Zoning Resolution at the time of implementation. Under the 

proposed Urban Renewal Plan, permitted uses include active and passive recreational 

uses and nature conservation uses will be permitted. Additionally, agricultural uses are 

allowed as permitted by zoning. Under the Zoning Resolution, solar energy systems are 

permitted as an accessory use, but would not be permitted as standalone structures. 
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Community Land Trust  

 

14. I am curious about the ways that HPD is supporting the formation of CLT's, 

including what the budget will look like for that support. 

 

HPD has been responsible for processing funding allocated by the New York City 

Council in FYs 20 and 21 to provide operational support for eligible CLT organizations. 

As part of the FY22 budget, the City Council allocated $1.5 million to support 

organizations that work on a neighborhood level to develop and expand the community 

land trust (CLT) model citywide. Work includes, but is not limited to: tenant organizing; 

CLT advocacy; technical, legal and financial assistance to establish and build capacity 

for CLT’s, and other CLT-related public education. 

 

CLTs and their partners may receive capital financing from HPD to support affordable 

housing  projects on their land. This funding may be provided through HPD’s term sheet 

programs, such as Open Door.  

 

HPD staff, including the agency’s Director of CLT Initiatives, will assist the CLT formed 

through this RFEI to identify applicable operating and capital funding sources. 

 

15. Are there current operational Community Land Trust Developments? 

 

In NYC, the Cooper Square CLT has owned the land beneath several hundred 

affordable housing units in the East Village since the 1990s.  The East Harlem/El Barrio 

CLT is facilitating the rehabilitation  of four formerly city-owned buildings The Interboro 

CLT recently acquired property and is currently working with its development partners 

and HPD on a number of additional affordable housing projects.  

 

16. Are there technical and legal support for CLTs? 

 

HPD is continuing to work on providing support to CLT groups that are in formation. 

We’ll have more information about HPD’s MWBE and Non-Profit Capacity Building 

Course that will be open to prospective CLTs. We’re also looking to see what kind of 

support the selected Respondent will need and connect them to relevant programs, if 

applicable.   

 

17. Are there any funding opportunities available to the prospective CLT? 

 

Although we can provide funding in the form of housing subsidy for the development of 

affordable homeownership, we currently do not have funding tied to this RFEI call for 

carrying out the proposed implementation plan. Resources permitting, we are willing to 

work with selected parties to identify other funding sources. See Question #3 for more 

information on CLT funding.  

 

18. If an HDFC (Housing Development Fund Corporation) cannot own non-housing 

open land, how will the open land be managed? Will the CLT governance and 

decision-making structure also apply to the open lots? 
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The RFEI submission requirements includes a proposed CLT organizational and 

governance plan. HPD is open to evaluating a range of proposals which center the CLT 

as a steward of the residential, open spaces, and commercial land. However, it is likely 

that another legal entity will need to be formed to own the non-residential land. While 

these may be legally separate entities, they can be affiliated with the CLT as an umbrella 

organization. An example of such an arrangement can be found in the Dudley Street 

Neighborhood Initiative in Boston, MA. 

 

 

Economic and Community Development 

 

19. In order to encourage wealth building, can more commercial use be proposed? 

Can open space commercial activities be proposed? 

 

The commercial activities are limited to what is permitted in the proposed zoning districts 

and in accordance with the amended Edgemere Urban Renewal Plan. Per the NYC 

Zoning Resolution, commercial activities related to urban agriculture are limited to the 

sale of products produced on the same zoning lot.  

 

20. Is the ultimate goal [of this RFEI initiative] to interact and empower the Edgemere 

residents? 

 

A key goal of this endeavor is to build capacity and engagement among local community 

groups and empower residents to engage in self-determination, create and preserve 

housing affordability, and build community wealth; all while ensuring feasibility of any 

proposed project. A requirement of any RFEI submission is a proposed community 

engagement strategy to help form the CLT itself.  

 

21. Is cannabis a viable economic development venture for the CLT? 

  

Any non-residential space on the property owned by the CLT HDFC may only be 

accessory to the residential space. It is likely that another legal entity will need to be 

formed to own the non-residential land and/or the commercial activities. While these may 

be legally separate entities, they can be affiliated with the CLT as an umbrella 

organization. In addition, the proposed use would have to conform with all requirements 

of law and any financing partners. Also, respondents should evaluate whether this 

venture would qualify under the CLT’s non-profit purposes.   

 

 

Other 

 

22. I own vacant land next to the CLT lots, what are my options for this RFEI call? 

 

The focus of this RFEI is to select a Respondent who will carry out the formation of a 

CLT in Edgemere and, in later phases, carry out the proposed development. If an owner 

of adjacent vacant land is interested in being a part of this effort, they can partner with 
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local groups to make a submission to the RFEI or seek to partner with the selected 

Respondent at a later date in the pre-development process, pending HPD review and 

approval. This RFEI call is primarily interested in seeing land ownership models that 

centers community oriented decision-making and development. 

 

23. For those of us who do not live in the area, are there not for profit groups in 

Edgemere that we may meet with who have expressed an interest in participating 

in this process? May we know who they are? 

 

There are identified local groups in the Rockaways that have showed interest in 

responding to the RFEI. Those groups and individuals who have given consent for their 

contact information to be shared are part of the CLT Networking List, which interested 

parties can join by emailing EdgemereCLTRFEI@hpd.nyc.gov. 

 

24. Is the Board of Education aware of the potential for an increased student 

population or does the CLT have to coordinate that process? 

 

The potential for significant adverse impacts related to schools will be analyzed and 

disclosed as part of the City Environmental Quality Review (CEQR) process. The CLT 

and development team are not responsible for conducting this analysis for any proposal 

that is at or below the projected development densities considered in the environmental 

review for the related land use actions.  HPD is preparing an Environmental Impact 

Statement (EIS) that considers the potential for environmental impacts for the proposed 

land use actions. A Draft Scope of Work is available to download at 

www1.nyc.gov/site/hpd/services-and-information/environmental-review.page.  

 

25. Will there be a presence from HPD in the area during this RFEI process? 

 

While HPD does not have plans to establish a physical office in Edgemere, HPD is 

committed to being an active partner in the CLT’s formation efforts, including, as 

necessary and appropriate, participating in stakeholder meetings and community 

engagement and outreach. HPD will continue to be available to the selected Respondent 

and the greater Edgemere community for in-person meetings (health and safety 

permitting) and via email, phone, teleconference and future engagement related to the 

Resilient Edgemere Community Planning Initiative.  

 

26. Will the CLT, the future homeowners/renters or open-lot stewardship groups be 

required to purchase market-rate flood insurance? 

 

Property owners at this location (in a high risk flood zone) with a federally backed 

mortgage, as well as those who have received federal disaster assistance for flood 

damage, are required to purchase market-rate flood insurance. HPD strongly 

encourages all owners of property located in a high risk flood zone to purchase and 

maintain flood insurance throughout the term of ownership and those properties subject 

to an HPD regulatory agreement would be required to obtain the minimum federal flood 

insurance. Typically, CLTs require their lessees to pay the costs of insurance. 
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27. Will the utilities of the CLT open lots (water, sewer/drainage, electricity) still 

remain usable - or will they be taken out of service?    

 

Any existing utilities will not be removed, however, the CLT will have to pay for utility 

providers for utility service at the sites.   

 

28. The RFEI states on p.15: “Proposal should demonstrate that the non-residential 

components of the proposed conceptual plan have independent funding or 

revenue-generating sources and are not dependent on housing project sources 

for financial feasibility.” Can you elaborate on what costs are anticipated for the 

open lots. For publicly accessible open lots, are there any fixed costs that need to 

be added to the cost of improvements and maintenance (i.e. insurance, etc...)? 

 

The capital and operational costs for the open space lots will depend on the nature of 

the proposed uses, improvements and programming. 
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B. Contact Information  

 

Name Organization Email 

Aida Manners 
 

ashaida04@yahoo.com  

Aileen Gribbin Forsyth agribbin@forsythstreet.com  

AJ Infante Concave Environmental  ainfante@concaveconsulting.com  

Akilah M Browne New Economy Project akilah@neweconomynyc.org  

Albert Scott East New York Community Land Trust albertscottjr77@gmail.com  

Amir Shouri Tabe Shouri info@tabeshouri.com  

Andrea Alexopoulos Asian Americans for Equality andrea_alexopoulos@aafe.org  

Anisha Steephen Hester Street anisha@hesterstreet.org  

Ann Mathisen Mission Title Agency amathisen@missiontitleagency.com  

Annie Stefanski Neighborhood Restore HDFC astefanski@neighborhoodrestore.org  

Anthony James ABAE Enterprises aelj@abaeenterprisesinc.com  

Arden Sokolow Douglaston asokolow@ddny.com  

Asher Toporovsky Novis Living asher@novisliving.com  

Ashley Davis 
 

a.davis2311@gmail.com  

Bradley Simmons Bestrow Realty brad@bestrowrealty.com  

Cali Williams Kyanite Partners cali@kyanitepartners.com  

Carmen Garcia 
 

yera_carmen@hotmail.com  

Chris Benedict Chris Benedict R.A.  chris@benedictra.com  

Christopher Cirillo Ascendant Neighborhood Development cirilloc@ascendant.nyc  

Daniel Bianco 
 

dbianco@yahoo.com  

Daria Kondoff Architecture in Formation admin@aifny.com  

David Koren Figment Project davidkoren@figmentproject.org  

David Selig Edgemere Farm frjoubin@gmail.com  

Denese Joyner ADD Real Estate Services whataboutdenese@gmail.com  

Elise Goldin New Economy Project elise@neweconomynyc.org  

Ellen Kackmann The Albanese Organization ekackmann@albaneseorg.com  

Gail Badger 
 

revgail1@gmail.com  

Gail Johnson The Community Serenity Garden gail.888.johnson@gmail.com  

Gillette Rooney DEP grooney@dep.nyc.gov  

Glenn DiResto 
 

glenn.diresto@gmail.com  

Hannah Anousheh Cypress Hills Local Development Corporation hannah.anousheh@gmail.com  

Hilton Worrell Simple Excellence LLC simpleexcellenceinc@gmail.com  

Ira Brown The Briarwood Organization ibrown@briarwoodorg.com  

Irving Poy Office of the Queens Borough President ipoy@queensbp.org  

Jack Heaney Fulcrum Properties LLC jackheaney@gmail.com  

Jacqueline Rogers Edgemere Coalition Community Garden edgemeregarden@gmail.com  

Jeff Wandersman Palette Architecture jeff@palettearch.com  

Jessica Gibbs 
 

jessicacegibbs@hotmail.com  

John Shamas Construction Corp john@shamas.us  
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John Edward Dallas Interboro CLT john.edward.dallas@interboroclt.org  

Jonathan Kinsley Handel Architects jkinsley@handelarchitects.com  

Joseph Gallo Long Island Fireproof Doors joesproperties1819@gmail.com  

Joseph Moyer Magnusson Architecture and Planning jmoyer@maparchitects.com  

Judah Asimov RISE jasimov@riserockaway.org  

Kari von Etheridge 
 

wellkeptfemme@gmail.com  

Kendall B Jackman New York City Community Land Initiative kendallbjackman@gmail.com  

Khaled Ali Homeowner kh4815@gmail.com  

Lacey Tauber Collective for Community, Culture and 
Environment 

ltauber@collectiveforce.com 

Lev Kimyagarov Development Site Advisors lev@developmentsiteadvisors.com  

Madeline Clappin Arketekcher madeline@arketeckcher.com  

Maggie Poxon Fish Plate Development maggie@fishplatedevelopment.com  

Margo Giokas SpotOnNetworks mgiokas@spotonnetworks.com  

Mark Ginsberg Curtis + Ginsberg Architects mark@cplusga.com  

Marta Sanders Architecture Outfit PLLC marta@archoutfit.com  

Maryanne Musheyev 
 

neptune9_7@msn.com  

Matthew Ahdoot United Developers LLC matt@unitedny.com  

Matthew Dunbar Habitat for Humanity  mdunbar@habitatnycwc.org  

Meta Brunzema Collective for Community, Culture and 
Environment 

mbrunzema@collectiveforcce.com  

Michael Reed Marketing and Compliance Services rmikereed4@aol.com  

Michael Tubridy 
 

mtinbc@gmail.com  

Miriam Rodriguez Innovative Property Management lpmdevelopment@aol.com  

Myles Monaghan The NRP Group mmonaghan@nrpgroup.com  

Naia Kokieli 
 

victoria.khiskiadze@nyulangone.org  

Nandini Bagchee City College of New York nbagchee@ccny.cuny.edu 

Natasha McBurse East Harlem Scholars natasha87mcburse@yahoo.com  

Olga Jobe AHRES Consulting ojobe@ahresconsulting.com  

Orli Eshkar Orli Eshkar Architect PLLC orlieshkar@hotmail.com  

Patrice Edwards Hester Street patrice@hesterstreet.org  

Patricia Valderrabano 
 

patricia71689@gmail.com  

Paul Travis Washington Square Partners paultravis@washsquare.com  

Paula Segal TakeRoot Justice psegal@takerootjustice.org  

Peter Ciganik Arverne Capital LLC pciganik@gmail.com 

Ralph Declet Acacia Network rdeclet@acacianetwork.org  

Randy Wilson 
 

rambo2000x@gmail.com  

Randy Wilson 
 

rambo2000x@gmail.com  

Richard Libbey Atlantic Beach Associates, Inc richardlibbey@yahoo.com  

Saywalah Kesselly Full Gospel Tabernacle of Edgemere skesselly@fgtnyc.org  

Shadi Boulos KPFF Consulting Engineers shadi.boulos@kpff.com  

Shermane Stewart-Lestet Edgemere Community Civic Association stewartnkozi1@verizon.net  
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Toby Sheppard Bloch 
 

tsb@me.com  

Tricia Martin Local Office Landscape and Urban Design tricia@localofficelandscape.com  

Val Norets Top Rock Development valn@toprock-ny.com 

Viviana Vizcaino Urbane Development viviana@urbane.dev.com  

VJ Ghaness Arcadia Consultants vjghaness@gmail.com  

William Mcshane Joselow & Mcshane Engineer bmcshane@ajoselowpc.com  

Yangbo Du Sustainable Development Investment Finance 
Partnership of New York 

yd@susdev.nyc  

Yuriy Menzak Menzak Architect ymenzak@gmail.com  

Yvette NAACP nirse1vett@yahoo.com  

Zehra Kuz Collective for Community, Culture and 
Environment 

zkuz@collectiveforce.com  
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C. Correction to Notes in Appendix A: CLT Lots Table 

 

*Sandy Buyout/Acquisition Site: Several open space and residential parcels were acquired 

through the Build It Back Acquisition and Buyout Program, a Hurricane Sandy recovery program 

funded with federal disaster recovery funds. The Acquisition and Buyout lots carry additional 

restrictions that will be codified in restrictive declarations recorded against the lots. Four of the 

open space parcels must be maintained as open space in perpetuity, meaning no permanent 

structures or impervious surfaces are allowed on the lots. Three of the residential parcels must 

maintain flood insurance in perpetuity and be redeveloped within a specified timeframe as flood-

compliant for residential use. 

 
*Proposed Zoning Overlay: SCRD refers to Special Coastal Risk District, where additional 
limitations to development are proposed to limit vulnerability to flood risk. For the purpose of 
these CLT lots, the SCRD is proposed to provide the following additional restrictions based on 
the proposed underlying zoning district:  

• For lots in proposed R3A zoning district (CLT open space lots), the SCRD will prohibit 
community facilities with overnight sleeping accommodations.  

• For lots in proposed R4-1 zoning district (mostly CLT residential lots), the SCRD will 
prohibit community facilities with overnight sleeping accommodations, permit only one- 
and two-family detached housing, and, on lots less than 25' in width, permit only single 
family detached housing. 

 
 


